A M ODER N APPROACH TO AU THENTI CATI ON AND SECURIN G ID EN TITY

Preempt Lite

Benefits
	Fast-to-Deploy, Easy-to-Use

Preempt Lite provides an easy and continuous solution to
improve your security posture, reduce risk, and strengthen your Active
Directory hygiene.
Are you at risk? Attackers rely heavily on compromising user
credentials and network weakneses to breach organizations. Weaknesses
like shadow admins, hidden or inactive accounts, misconfigurations and
other risk factors make it easy for intruders to establish persistence and
move throughout your network. In addition, employees often use weak
passwords, further exacerbating the problem. You need an easy way to
gain visibility and control over your critical systems and applications.

The Solution: Preempt Lite
Preempt Lite’s continuous insights and analytics help enhance your
security posture by reducing your attack surface and improving Active
Directory hygiene. In less than 2 hours, you will be able to gain valuable
and actionable insights.
Discover All Accounts, Including Shadow Admins
Discover all users in your network (business, privileged, service, etc) so you can
determine which accounts are human vs. machine, stale, hidden, active or inactive. In
addition, automatically discover stealthy (or shadow) administrators who are not part
of a protected AD group so that you quickly mitigate risk.

Uncover Network Weaknesses
Misconfigurations, weak AD controls, unknown workstations, potential malware, outof-date OS, and other risk factors are all visible to you to take action against to protect
your network from a potential breach.

Detect Weak and Exposed Credentials and Accounts
Preempt’s deep contextual intelligence and library of hashes is combined with
password dictionaries to reveal already compromised passwords. In addition,
continuous monitoring capabilities allows for the exposure of users with weak, stale, or
exposed credentials that are easily leveraged by attackers. This visibility allows security
teams to recommend remediation strategies and enforce best practices for policy and
control.

Get Instant Visibility Into Users & Accounts
Strengthen Active Directory Controls
Detect Network Gaps and Weaknesses
Meet Auditing Requirements
Auto-Remediate Risk with an Easy Upgrade

Preempt Lite
Expose Potential Risk Factors
Risk factors such as suspicious SID (security identifier) history, workstations that do not
require SMB signing, accounts with delegation privileges, and inappropriately configured
controls are instantly detected with Preempt.

Improve GPO Configurations
GPO (Group Policy Object) can be difficult to manage and oftentimes creates confusion
when analyzing configurations. Preempt Lite gives you a unique parsing engine which
analyzes settings and provides insights such as calculations of password policy, analysis of
domain security settings, and more.

Requirements
A service account for Preempt with
specific privileges
Access to an on-premises hyper visor
or your current cloud infrastructure
with rights to allocate resources and
to install the Virtual Management
server

Easy Upgrade to the Preempt Platform
Preempt Lite is part of a broader effort by Preempt to give customers the visibility and control over their AD environment and protect
against internal security threats. The Preempt Platform not only empowers organizations to optimize the Identity hygiene for all users,
accounts, and assets but it preempts threats in real time with Conditional Access. Uniquely, our patented technology continuously
analyzes, adapts, and responds to threats based on identity, behavior, and risk to auto-resolve threats and risk.
When you upgrade to the Preempt Platform you will gain full behavior analytics, real-time threat detection, and conditional access
capabilities to preempt threats before they impact your business. To upgrade and gain access to the full platform capabilities is as simple
as a license change with absolutely no impact to your deployment.

How to Get Started
Experience Preempt’s continuous identity insights capabilities today. Download, install and get instant value. Here’s how it works:
1.

Download Today - Contact trypreempt@preempt.com or your local sales rep to apply.

2.

Simple Installation - Simply allocate a virtual server either on-premises or on your private cloud and grant it network access
to the Domain Controllers.

3.

Start Gaining Insights - Get immediate value and visibility into your AD configuration, users, and potential risk.

4.

Stay on Track - With the Preempt Lite program you will get periodic guidance from Preempt on recommendations for
improving your security posture. These include self-guided exercises that you can complete at your own pace.

www.preempt.com

info@preempt.com

Preempt delivers a modern approach to authentication and securing identity with the market’s first solution to deliver Conditional Access for
continuously detecting and preempting threats based on identity, behavior and risk. Preempt’s patented technology empowers enterprises to
optimize Identity hygiene and stop attackers and insider threats in real-time before they impact business.

